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Name:_____________________ Score:_________

1. In the animated TV Show The Jetsons, the family robot is called Astro

2. Czech athelete Jan Zelezny is widely considered the greatest javelin thrower in history

3. Ewan McGregor played ‘Sick Boy’ in the 1996 film Trainspotting

4. If you are suffering from a ‘Resaca’ in Spanish, it means you have a common cold

5. There are 24 Carats in pure gold

6. A Muslim prays to Mecca five times a day

7. Borderdale, Panama and Tong are all breeds of cattle

8. All saints band members, Nicole and Natalie Appleton are non-identical twins

9. Kruger National Park is located in Kenya

10. The first Doctor Who was played by William Hartnell

11. The Hope Diamond is blue

12. ‘The Powers that be’ is a quote taken from the Bible

13. The zloty is the currency of Poland

14. The name Wendy was invented by JM Barrie for his character in Peter Pan

15. A bell tower that is attached to a church is called a campanile

16. British Singer George Michael was born Georgios Panayiotou

17. In chess, the Bishop can move from one coloured square to the other

18. There are only two US States with just four letters in their names
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#Facts
Q1. Astro is the dog, the robot is called Rosie
Q2. He has won numerous medals and World Championship 
titles, and he is current record holder for the longest throw
Q3. His character was Mark ‘Rent Boy’ Renton. Johnny Lee 
Miller played Simon ‘Sick Boy’ Williamson
Q4. Resaca is the Spanish word for hangover 
Q5. 24 carats is the purest gold you can buy
Q6. At daybreak, noon, mid-afternoon, sunset and evening 
Q7. They are breeds of sheep
Q8. Natalie is a year older
Q9. It is located in South Africa

Q10. He played the role from 1963 until 1966 when Patrick 
Troughton took over
Q11. Not all diamonds are white
Q12. It is taken from Romans 13:1 (King James Version)
Q13. The zloty is divided into 100 groszy
Q14. The name did not exist before then
Q15. This is the name given to a free standing bell tower
Q16. His birth name was Georgios Kyriacos Panayiotou 
Q17. The Bishop always remains on the same colour
Q18. There are three, Ohio, Utah and Iowo
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